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物品 Artifacts 

チョソン語－日本語単語帳	 item_ID:	 16420
Chosongo-Nihongo	tangochō	 ArtifactID:	 7
Korean-Japanese	Word	Booklet

This is a Korean-Japanese word book or rudimentary dictionary used by Furuya 
Yoshiko. It is treated as an artifact rather than a regular book because of its size and 
condition.

ピョンヤン観光史跡ガイド	 item_ID:	 16418
Pyongyang	kankō	shiseki	gaido	 ArtifactID:	 5
Pyongyang	Guide

This is a small guide from Takazawa's visits to Pyongyang, written in Japanese.

フーテン・アングラ　（映画の解説小冊子）	 item_ID:	 16416
Fūten	Angura	(Eiga	no	kaisetsu	shōsasshi)	 ArtifactID:	 3
Fūten	Angura	Film	Booklet

This small booklet contains movie summaries for Fūten Angura, a counterculture 
magazine.

フーテン･アングラ参考文献	 item_ID:	 16417
Fūten	Angura	sankō	bunken	 ArtifactID:	 4
Takazawa's	Fūten	Angura	notes

These are file cards for Takazawa's movie research for Fūten Angura.

三里塚闘争シール	 item_ID:	 16424
Sanrizuka	tōsō	sh	īru	 ArtifactID:	 10
Sanrizuka	Struggle	Stickers

This folder contains various small seals and stickers put out by the Sanrizuka move-
ment opposing the construction and operation of Narita International Airport. Seals 
of this type were frequently produced by social movements.

古屋家家計簿	 item_ID:	 16441
Furuyake	kakeibo	 ArtifactID:	 15
Furuya	Household	Account	Books

This box contains household record books from the Furuya household. There are also 
memos and related artifacts from the Furuya household records.

古屋文書がつつまれていた風呂敷	 item_ID:	 16426
Furuya	bunsho	ga	tsutsumareteita	furoshiki	 ArtifactID:	 12
Furuya	Yoshiko's	Furoshiki

This box contains two furoshiki or wrapping cloths in which some of the materials 
from the Aihara-Furuya subcollection were wrapped when the Takazawa Collection 
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received them. These cloths were routinely used for wrapping and carrying items 
until the 1980s, when paper shopping bags became the more stylish alternative. 
However,many older women still use the handy furoshiki. We have left these in the 
collection because they may become rarer cultural artifacts in the future. These are 
not particularly traditional examples—one is actually a French designer cloth—but 
they were apparently in regular use by Furuya Yoshiko.

古屋能子、相原文夫関係住所録	 item_ID:	 16440
Furuya	Yoshiko,	Aihara	Fumio	kankei	jūshoroku	 ArtifactID:	 14
Furuya	Family	Address	Books

This box contains address and telephone number books, business cards, etc. that 
belonged to the Furuya family.

古屋能子関係雑記帳等	 item_ID:	 16427
Furuya	Yoshiko	kankei	zakkichō	tō	 ArtifactID:	 13
Furuya	Yoshiko's	Notebooks

This box contains various notebooks of Furuya Yoshiko.

新宿ベ平連の旗とはちまき	 item_ID:	 16425
Shinjuku	Beheiren	no	hata	to	hachimaki	 ArtifactID:	 11
Shinjuku	Beheiren	Banners	and	Headbands

This box contains several cloth items from the Shinjuku Beheiren organization, 
including two sizes of yellow flags used as banners during demonstrations, a red 
headband (hachimaki) and a white headband (hachimaki), which were worn by 
demonstrators.

新宿ベ平連集会チケット	 item_ID:	 16419
Shinjuku	Beheiren	shūkai	chiketto	 ArtifactID:	 6
Shinjuku	Beheiren	Meeting	Tickets

This is a set of tickets to a Shinjuku Beheiren event, from Furuya Yoshiko's materials.

朝鮮語会話－朝鮮民主主義人民共和国訪問用－	 item_ID:	 16421
Chōsengo	kaiwa	-Chōsen	Minshushugi	Jinmin	Kyōwakok	 ArtifactID:	 8
Korean	Conversation	Booklet

This is a booklet on conversational Korean put out by by the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (North Korea) and obtained by Furuya Yoshiko during a trip to 
North Korea.

歌声運動歌集	 item_ID:	 16423
Utagoe	undōkashū	 ArtifactID:	 9
Utagoe	Movement	Songbooks

This is a set of four tiny songbooks produced by the Utagoe movement, a circle move-
ment of the 1950s and early 1960s that sang revolutionary songs, found in the Aiha-
ra-Furuya subcollection.
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相原文夫　機関誌等納品伝票	 item_ID:	 16415
Aihara	Fumio	Kikanshi	tō	nōhin	denpyō	 ArtifactID:	 2
Aihara	Fumio's	newsletter	account	books

These are account books in which Aihara Fumio kept track of payments for organi-
zational publication (kikanshi) subscriptions that he was responsible for. They con-
stitute a record for specific kikanshi, but also reveal the scrupulous record keeping 
maintained by these organizations.




